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            October 31, l935 
 

 
Story Meeting on 

 

SNOW WHITE 
 
 

 Transcript of notes relative to: 
 
 SNOW WHITE CLEANING THE DWARFS' HOUSE sequence 

 

HAM:   Have clothes hung up in sevens – 7 coats – 7 pants – 7 pairs of shoes –  

  all in order, to add order to the place. 
 

  Show flash of table when SW sees it – chairs balanced against it, chairs 
  on the floor near it – socks hanging on back of chair against table... 
  The next time table is shown, it is nicely arranged – flowers in a vase 

  on it – chairs properly set about it. 
 
  There could be character in the clothes – coats could take on form of 

  dwarfs they belong to ... but we would need time to do that. 
 
WALT:  You must call attention to those things ... when Snow White sees the 

  pants, she could frown, look at the pants – then closeup of pants, which 
  will bring out the frown – then her dialog, saying she 
 

       DOESN’T BLAME IT (the coat) FOR FEELING 
       THAT WAY – PERHAPS IF YOU ARE HUNG UP IN 
       THE RIGHT PLACE, YOU MIGHT FEEL BETTER. 

 
  Then after hanging them, coat's expression changes to smile.... 
 
  All the clothes should have sad expressions on their faces (when they're 

  in disorder and thrown about) and have smiles after proper arrangement by 
  Snow White. 
 

  One piece of wearing apparel won't smile after having creases shaken out –  
  Snow White pats it (or pinches its cheek) and says: 
 

       MY, WHAT A GROUCHY LOOK – – 
       SMILE, SMILE 
 

  and the garment changes from frown to smile ... that would be punching that. 
 
  When Snow White first enters, she finds table – sees dishes on the table 

  dirtied up – then goes to the clothes – OR – starts to pick up the dishes, 
  finds pick – sets it down – below it finds shoe – sets shoe down in place – 
  finds another pick – finds a stocking – picks it up and hangs it over the 

  pick – starts to pick up clothes – sees faces on the clothes 
 

HAM  Be sure the pants are small pants for dwarfs. 

 
CHARLIE  If she hangs up just a couple of things, it would be enough ... when you 
  come back to her, there would be a whole string of clothes hung up. 
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SNOW WHITE CLEANING DWARFS' HOUSE – 2 
 

 
WALT:  We should leave her on something ... when we come back, we see the dishes 

  are washed ... I can't see much that could be done washing dishes. 

 
MEREL: It's good housewife stuff – bustling around, pouring hot water into 
  dish pan makes her look busy. 

 
 
HAM:  Maybe she could do something to get herself in order – rolling up her 

  sleeves, binding something around her hair, tying something around her 
  waist, and pointing it by saying she has a lot to do to get the place 
  straightened up for the children. 

 
HARRY: She should be doing something definitely with the soup to tie in with later 
  when she smells it burning ... leave her tasting the soup, putting stuff 

  into it .... she could build up fire -- say 
 
       THE FIRE IS ALMOST OUT – IT'S GOING TO BE   

       COLD WHEN THEY COME HOME. 
 
HAM:  Coals under fire would be good ... 

 
  She wants to get to broom in corner, sometime, too. 
 

WALT:  If we get more things like clothes treatment, it makes picture cute and 
  fanciful, instead of just straight business .... we must gag it up. 

 

Discussion of sequence continuity ... it was agreed to incorporate the housecleaning 
sequence with finding the house, instead of breaking away to the dwarfs and then 
back to the housecleaning. 

 
  The next morning, she could bake pie for them instead of cleaning house. 
 
WALT:  New continuity would not affect the song – just cut out the "Good morning, 

  little bluebirds" ... you could almost start with Snow White saying, 

 
       "LISTEN, LITTLE BLUEBIRDS, 

       YOU, TOO, LITTLE GRAY SQUIRRELS. 
       THE HOUSE IS VERY DIRTY, THERE'S A LOT 
       OF WORK TO DO... 

 
  We could change the words there.  
 

       IF YOU ALL COME AND HELP ME, IT WON’T BE 
       LONG TILL WE ARE THRU. 
 

  Then she starts in with "IT'S BETTER TO BE MERRY WHEN SOMETHING MUST BE  
  DONE" – etc. 
 

 

HAM:  Snow White could fix beds in right positions when cleaning the house. 
 

HARRY  That might give her more reason for lying down and being tired ... 
  advance the time of day. 
 

HAM:  It pushes the dramatic stuff forward to later in the day 
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SNOW WHITE CLEANING DWARFS' HOUSE – 3 
 

 
WALT:  Her thought would be:  we'll get this all cleaned up before they get home 

  and surprise them. 

 
  Switch everything there, and it would all take place in the house. 
 

HAM:  The next day while she's baking, she could be giving her singing lesson 
  to the birds. 
 

WALT:  We could have squirrels washing the dishes ... roll the plates along. 
 
  Snow White catches squirrels sweeping stuff under the rug – corrects them. 

 
  Squirrels could get plate to deer who licks it dry and shiny (turn the 
  plate and the reflection of the deer would show in the plate – Ham) 

  Snow White sees that – says, "THAT'S NO WAY TO DO" – and puts plate back 
  in the water. 
 

  We could leave them busy – then come back and the soup would be cooking –  
  the table set - the flowers there, the birds arranging them ... then 
  Snow White goes upstairs – finds things disorderly. 

 
HAM:   It would be better not to have her clean upstairs – have her get upstairs 
  after cleaning downstairs – and on to the business of being tired. 

 
  Find something for every animal accompanying S.W. to do, adapted to the 

  animal – deer could lick plates – dust with short tail – use squirrel's 

  long bushy tail, etc. 
 
WALT:  Deer could dust off furniture with bob-tail – dusts, and then a little 

  flick – backs up to the window – slaps dust out of tail – goes back to 
  dusting ... funny positions as it bends down to dust chair leg from top 
  to bottom, and up again. 
 

  Have fawn or young deer licking the plates. 

 
HARRY: Raccoon would be good duster. 

 
WALT:  Have some birds up in the rafters getting cobwebs around their tails. 
 

  One gag – birds get hold of spider asleep in web – spider wakes up, wants 
  to know what it’s all about .... birds throw web right into tree – spider 
  sees where it is and says, "O.K. – it's all right with me." 

 
  I think S.W. should impress birds and animals with "WE'VE GOT TO CLEAN IT 
       UP AND SURPRISE THEM WHEN THEY COME HOME AND 

       MAYBE THEY'LL LET ME STAY AND KEEP HOUSE FOR 
       THEM" 
 

HAM  Different tails could work like different kinds of mops – washing windows –  

  one long tail would slap the water on, and other animal would squeegee water 
  off. 
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SNOW WHITE CLEANING DWARFS HOUSE – 4 
 

 
HARRY: As she picks up sock, nuts fall out and squirrels make a scramble. 

 

HAM:  Dish tub as well as table should be piled with dishes, as if dwarfs had 
  all kinds of dishes but never got around to washing them. 
 

WALT   Bring out the thought there that it's a wonder they didn't run out of 
  dishes, with so many unwashed. 
 

  Dish washing could be more or less on a team work plan:  a belt idea and 
  relay (as suggested by Ham) 
 

HAM:  These are all such little animals that most of the work has to be done in 
  teams – 2 or 4 to carry things. 
 

CHARLES: Would a long shot of the outside of the house work well there – with dust 
  coming out or the windows, etc. 
 

HAM:   Are there any gags on the animals themselves – like bird, trying to clean 
  out gourd, gets head stuck ... topping the little incidents. 
 

WALT:  Yes, that is what we ought to do, but not bring in gags that have nothing 
  to do with cleaning. 
 

  I like the one of sweeping under the rug - then S.W catches them and they 
  carry on sweeping into hole and stuff comes flying out. 

 

HARRY: Some of the animals could be stacking up wood in the fireplace. 
 
WALT:  Maybe that would be the place to use the deer with the antlers, instead of 

  later ... birds pick up sticks, put them into deer's antlers – he comes in 
  and stacks sticks. 
 
CHARLES:  Suggested loading antlers with picks. 

 

WALT:  You could work families of animals – a buck, doe, and fawn – papa, mama, and 
  family of baby rabbits. 

 
HAM:  Also possibility of animals who finish their jobs coming up waiting in line 
  for something else – SW tells them of something else to do – or she inspects 

  what they have done ... rubs finger over dusted furniture, finds it still 
  dusty and her finger black. 
 

HARRY: And the animals must do it over again. 
  ... 
 

  It might be good to show long shot of the house to see S.W. carrying things 
  out, animals working on the windows ... 
 

WALT:  We've got to get things started first – then you can come back without any 

  explanation. 
 

  It would be funny to have buck in the house, because then you can have little 
  birds perching on his antlers. 
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SNOW WHITE CLEANING DWARFS HOUSE – 5 
 

 
WALT:  The families of animals, deer, rabbits – would join S.W. in the woods and 

  come with her to the house. 

 
  It would be funny to show papa and mama doing one thing – little rabbits 
  doing another – perhaps some shots of them playing around a little. 

 
  Have S.W. find dwarfs' picks in all sorts of unexpected places – load them 
  all at the door – the buck picks up pick handles on his antlers and takes 

  them out, coming back with whole load of wood for fireplace. 
 
...  It was suggested also that every time S.W. finds a pick, she takes it out- 

  side (she could do this twice to establish the action) – or put them up 
  against the door temporarily which scares the dwarfs later on their return. 
 

  Animals with Snow White in the house all the time she’s there ... when she 
  goes upstairs, they follow and precede her 
 

  Have rabbits dusting vigorously – dust gets the best or them – they sneeze 
  and keep on dusting. 
 

...  Instead of telling each animal what to do separately – she could say, 
 
       WE HAVE TO HAVE FLOWERS FOH THE TABLE 

       WOOD FOR THE FIRE 
       DISHES MUST BE WASHED 

 

  And certain animals could go over to do it. 
 
  Or, it could be little talking verse; in one spot where she sings about 

  pots and pans, she could wave pan in the air, and give it to little animal 
  to clean – animal could 'take' it, then smile and start off with it. 
 
  (re question of how animals get into house) 

  They could al1 be in the doorway watching her – she could motion them in –  

  birds can be in antlers of deer ... bring animals in when you need them. 
 

  Rabbits might beat their feet in typical manner when she asks if they will 
  help her clean house. 
 

  While they are all singing "WHISTLE WHILE YOU WORK" – S.W. can be picking  
  up clothes – busy with fire – or supervising fire – sewing clothes that 
  are patched and need sewing ... or you could leave her hanging up clothes, 

  and the business of the smile ... go on with other stuff, and when you 
  come back, she is sewing patches ... at that point she would catch the 
  squirrels sweeping stuff under the floor ... they sweep dust to hole in 

  the baseboard to get rid of it – stuff comes flying out and rat comes 
  out ... squirrels then sweep dust into one of the hoses. 
 

  Get some gag way of washing the dishes ... fawn licks them so plate is 

  shiny – squirrels slide dishes along – hump them over their backs into 
  place ... S.W. finds them licked, and puts them all back into the water. 

 
  Show other animals trying to get by with things. 
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SNOW WHITE CLEANING DWARFS' HOUSE ... 6 
 

 
WALT:  S.W. takes in the dirt of the room in a quick glance ... 

 

       I HAVE NEVER SEEN SUCH CHIIDREN * 
       THEY'RE WORSE THAN A BUNCH OF BACHELORS 
       THEY HAVE NO MANNERS AT ALL 

       PICK AXES ON THE TABLE – CLOTHES ALL OVER 
       THE FLOOR 
       COBWEBS ON THE CEILING 

 
       THEY NEED SOMEBODY HERE TO TAKE CARE OF THEM. 
       I TELL YOU WHAT WE’LL DO ... IF YOU ALL HELP ME, 

       WE'LL FIX THE HOUSE UP AND SUPRISE THEM –  
       WHEN THEY COME HOME... 
 

  Lead in in some way to her going around and finding the different disorderly 
  things ... she could use different expressions – "MY GOODNESS" etc. 
  Then come back and get most of your dialog moving it along to a certain 

  point. 
 
       THAT'S A CUTE LITTLE STOVE, BUT IT HASN'T 

       BEEN TAKEN CARE OF. 
 
  She would carry shoes she picks up by shoelace. 

 
  Some animals could be shining the shoes – dusting the pants ... 

 

  Ham suggested washing clothes, socks – and birds hanging them up. 
 
  We shouldn't go on too long with the actual working ... we can get all 

  the cleaning stuff in this sequence that we had planned doing the next day. 
 
  You could have a pick with something hanging on it to help hold it up –  
  clothes won't look as if stuff were stiff from dirt ... 

  Use pick for coat hanger against the wall. 

 
  PREPARING SOUP:  S.W. says,  

 
       "WE’VE GOT TO HAVE SOMETHING TO EAT BECAUSE 
       THE CHILDREN WILL BE HUNGRY" 

 
  She goes to cupboard – finds bread and bologna falling out – says 
  "HERE'S BREAD" – and then she finds a pick in the cupboard ... she 

  goes over to make soup – gets kettle full of water – starts to pour it 
  into kettle – finds another pick in soup pot – starts to wash out kettle –  
  tells birds to get her some wild onions. 

 
  It was suggested that she improve soup already started 
 

HARRY: She could taste soup already started, say it tastes flat, and needs season- 

  ing ... 
 

Discussion of where to end the cleaning business: 
 
WALT:  Fixing the place up and getting the dinner 

 
HAM:  The soup is the place to leave 
 

  The house will darken down as she comes to end of sequence and she takes 

  candle upstairs. 
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SNOW WIHITE CLEANING DWARFS' HOUSE ... 7 
 

 
WALT:  Hanging up clothes would come when she is cleaning house ... it would give 

  her something to do ... she could speak in terse dialog lines that lead into 

  her song... 
 
  After S.W. decided to fix up the house – she has seen the cobwebs on the 

  ceiling – everything needs to be dusted – dishes must be washed – then 
  that would lead into the statement there's lots of work to do, and into 
  the song. 

 
  Change words of the song as they fit in more with S.W’s handing the 
  animals brushes, etc. 

 
  She might say, "Pots and pans aren't hard to bear" – pick up pan and give 
  brush and pan to squirrels ... they take it wryly ... S.W. "If you just 

  hum a merry tune" – and they start humming – instead of the birds humming. 
 
  Then S.W. would start to tell them to "WHISTLE WHILE YOU WORK" – she   

  would start giving the animals things to do ... by that time she has sung, of 
  course ... 
 

  After the end of distributing props, birds could come marching in 
 
  Try to arrange to stay with the birds for a section of the whistling .. 

 
  Orchestra would play with a whistling effect ... retain the "Whistle 

  While You Work" – suggestion:  get it in the woodwinds – like playing 

  something instrumentally to sound like whistling. 
 
  Walt suggested finishing the song and then going into the full orchestra 

  effect. 
 
  Get a way to finish the song that isn't just an end ... work in a shot 
  trucking out of the house ... truck back and show animals shaking rugs 

  out of the windows ... little characters outside beating things out in 

  the yard ... truck out and the melody of WHISTLE WHILE YOU WORK gets 
  quieter and quieter ... leaving them all working – birds scrubbing 

  clothes – the last thing you see as you truck away is little birds hanging 
  up clothes ... fade out on that and music would fade out (at the 
  end all you would hear is the flute) before fading into the DIG DIG  

  song and the hammerming rhythm. 


